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Background.
Over the last twenty years, the state of cybersecurity defense has evolved from
simple anti-virus protections to today’s complex combinations of cybersecurity
tools, rules, processes and programs often exceeding hundreds of intertwined
point solutions, which in many cases work against each other, all designed to
ward off a growing sophistication of threat vectors and malware strains.
Caught in the cross-hairs of these battles is the human condition, which is
more frequently than not, the unintentional facilitator of the attack in the first
place.

Human Factors.
According to studies by IBM, human error is the main cause of over 95% of
cybersecurity breaches. To put it another way, if we were able to remove
human behavior from the equation, 19 out of 20 cyber breaches would never
have occurred.
Easy to say, and very hard to do.
In fact, in spite of the plethora of security awareness training solutions on the
market today, the vulnerability of the human interface has increased and
continues accelerating in the wrong direction.
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According to the Proofpoint’s 2020 User Risk Report, almost half (45%) of U.S.
employees believe that public Wi-Fi is safe when they are in a trusted location,
like a Starbucks. Yet, the evidence is overwhelming and well publicized that
public Wi-Fi hotspots are notoriously unsecure, and without a suitable VPN,
connecting to one of these networks is akin to inviting cybercriminals into
your home (network).
The same report found that 50% admitted to allowing family or friends to use
their work-issued device and that 10% never lock their phone, while almost
half use their smartphone for both business and personal activities.
While news stories about phishing clutter daily reporting, Verizon’s 2020 Data
Breach Investigations Report found that phishing was the top threat trigger
for most breaches. It also found that some of the top malware vectors
included corrupted email links, malware downloads, and infectious email
attachments.
Any news reader would not be surprised. But what is surprising is that it
continues to remain the number one threat vector in spite of the voluminous
and repetitive coverage.

Do as We Say, But Not as We Do.
More disturbing stats are found in the Netwrix 2020 Cyber Threats Report
which said that more than half of the employees surveyed claimed they
ignored policies and guidelines surrounding cybersecurity and 85% of CISOs
admitted to loosening cybersecurity measures to enable remote work.
Passwords share a dismal burden of causality and though many passwordless
technology solutions have entered the market, none are enjoying broad
adoption. Users (humans) don’t seem to enjoy the required accommodation
necessary for these solutions.
The rationale for abuse leans on the volume of passwords imposed by our
reliance on so many online accounts – with so many online accounts to deal
with (many reporting maintaining 30 separate passwords), having to
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remember them all leads to password reuse which in turn leads to increased
criminal compromise and credential stuffing, enabling bad guys to reuse that
username and password combination to break into other accounts.
Specifically, a Google/Harris Poll study found that 66% of those surveyed
reuse passwords across accounts. A Microsoft research party found that 44
million users were reusing passwords across accounts. And, independently, a
Google survey discovered 13% utilized the same password for every account
and an additional 52% used the same password on multiple accounts.
Even password manager solutions that store encrypted passwords so their
customers only need to remember one master password have discovered that
their own employees reuse passwords. LastPass, a leader in that field, found
that their employees were averaging password reuse on 13 different accounts.
And to add irony to insult, the Ponemon Institute’s 2020 State of Password
and Authentication Security Behaviors Report, found that IT professionals are
the worst offenders, with 50% reusing their passwords on a daily basis.

Awareness.
In an attempt to find the keys to human behavioral drivers, the Wizer Training
(https://www.wizer-training.com/) folks have developed a set of courseware
that targets humans at all levels of awareness and consciousness with simple,
short, and practical security training, even down to the level of children’s
online safety. And much of that is offered for free.
There are many leading security awareness training (SAT) approaches from
companies like KnowBe4, Cofense, Terranova, Ninjio, InspiredeLearning, SANS,
Ironscales, WebRoot, Barracuda, InfoSec, Proofpoint, and more. And not unlike
other cybersecurity market segments, the choice is often based on
institutional biases, driven by budgetary restraints and upon assumptions
about the value of the investments.
One factor remains constant throughout and that is if the executive leadership
of a company ignores the cybersecurity rules or guidelines required to be
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observed by the employee population, then any attempt at building a culture
of security awareness fails.
Compounding the problem space are some trends that we see emerging over
the horizon that will make defending our assets far more challenging even
than what we’ve seen in the recent past.

Future Trends.
1. Advanced Technologies and New Devices
Business Insider predicts that by 2027, more than 40 billion internet of things
(IoT) devices will have flooded the markets and will be connected. As a result,
the IoT install base has become a prime target for cybercriminals and has
driven many, but not all, device makers to provide cyber protection for their
smart plugs, wearables, fitness devices, door bells, cameras, and baby
monitors.
In addition, we see emerging tools and technologies like machine learning and
5G rushing to market and creating a rapid and probably unprecedented
expanse of the threat landscape, as a by-product of empowered efficiency
gains and some level of improved control.
This extraordinary growth within the IoT industry ($2.4 trillion annually by
2027) is going to be a transformative and dangerous digital transformation
instigator for companies of all sizes.

5G.
5G networks will combine with IoT projects and cause an immediate shift in
most companies’ ability to mount even the most rudimentary defense. Speed
is the enemy of cybersecurity practitioners and 5G raises the stakes by 100X.
Yet the Business Insider survey found that a whopping 4 in 10 companies
planned to support IoT products and services before 2021.
Behind that growth are evolutions in AI and machine learning capabilities that
are producing critical systems that provide IoT users with the tools they need
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to parse tons of data and discern usable insights, all of which is transformative
and takes cues from the work that Amazon has done in factory automation.

Amazon.
Amazon Web Services’ biannual re:Invent conference always launches a
disorienting amount of specialized software and compute hardware drawn
from their own customized processes and technologies that they leverage for
segment disruption.
This week, for example, they rolled out several new machine learning services
for the industrial sector. These included a system that creates an all-seeing eye
for factory floor managers and oil rig operators, and is led by The Monitron
sensor-AI package which keeps industrial machinery moving by altering for
anomalistic behavior and predicting malfunctions.
The Panorama Appliance provides intelligence for dumb cameras, which can
then unlock computer vision capabilities.
We recognize that there is an ocean of data in a factory, manufacturing, and
supply chain machines that can produce a load of value when unlocked and
Amazon has done some amazing things with sensors.
However, the revenue leader in cloud computing has also misfired several
times in the cloud security space, most recently in the last two weeks with
lockouts in both their western and eastern regions, causing cloud customers
to lose data and shut down their access for extended periods.
Advances in technology are wonderful but the glitter gets dull when the
vulnerabilities surface.

The Edge.
As the size of the data lake increases daily, the need to lower transmission
costs and reduce transfer latency is driving rapid growth within the Edge
computing market segment. In many cases, edge computing has become an
integral part of IoT strategies and has become a driver of adoption for
connected devices.
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Companies leading this charge range from Alibaba, Alphabet, Amazon, Apple
and AT&T, to Deutsche Telekom, Ericsson, Goldman Sachs, Honeywell and
Huawei. Jacuzzi and Michelin have kicked off enterprise-wide initiatives while,
NEC, Nest, Oracle, Qualcomm, Ring, and Salesforce have invested heavily.
As more companies climb aboard the advanced, high-speed IoT train, the
need for skilled knowledge workers in cybersecurity will out-grow even the
pace at which the current skills gap has expanded.
Cybersecurity education must evolve quickly and begin serving the entire
enterprise and not just continue to rely on certifications, labs and cyber-range
exercises. The C-suite and CISO-adjacent roles like legal, HR, and finance are
desperately underserved by today’s scattered and fragmented educational
marketplace.

2. Increasing Sophistication of Expanded Ransomware Attacks
Ransomware has been a problem for years, but with advanced technology, the
modern versions of ransomware have risen to new heights of category risk
and market dominance.
Today’s ransomware has evolved into multistage ransomware that not only
ransoms data, but also exfiltrates as much data as it can consume. With Ryuk
ransomware as an example, attackers are able to encrypt data and ransom it
back, and at the same time, victims learn that adjacent malware has been
installed on the network that collects credentials and persists for future attacks
with larger and secondary demands for removal.

Municipal Governments: Appealing Targets.
In mid-summer, 2020, the city officials of Lafayette announced that they paid
$45,000 to ransomware operators after their devices and data became
encrypted in July. The payment was made after the city determined it was
unable to restore systems from their backups because those too were
encrypted.
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Lafayette advised that the ransomware additionally had disabled the city’s
network systems, impacting everything from online payment systems to email
and phone services. The results of the initial investigation unsurprisingly
identified a phishing scam as the cause of the attack.
Public disruption applies pressure on governing bodies to restore regular
service to the citizens, which is why ransomware attackers target municipal
governments so often.

Better Training; Not Better Technology.
The heart of the ransomware scourge is not found in better technology, it is
found in better trained human resources. None of these attacks would have
happened if the security teams, executive management and all employees had
the proper training and were engaging the proper practices. Instead,
ransomware attacks have increased 40% to 199.7 million cases globally in Q3
and the U.S. alone has suffered 145.2 million ransomware hits in Q3, which is a
139% year-over-year increase since 2019.
The Ryuk ransomware attacks have increased to 67.3 million in Q3 2020, which
is 33.7% of all ransomware attacks this year.
Monitoring security experts have detected a 30% rise in IoT malware attacks
totaling 32.4 billion attacks globally.
The keys to avoiding a ransomware attack can be found in the universal, timehonored advice offered by every expert CISO working in the cybersecurity
space:
1. Avoid clicking unknown links. Always verify monetary requests from
fellow employees, the accounting department or especially higher-ups;
2. Create a separate data backup on an external hard drive not connected
to the primary computer;
3. Never disclose personal information via telephone call, text, or email;
4. Deploy content scanning and filtering software on the mail server;
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5. Implement a security awareness program for all employees that
disseminates detailed knowledge of attack vectors and provides how to
guides for dealing with ransomware attacks;
6. Always stay current with system patches and assure server
configurations are properly calibrated.
None of these preventions have anything to do with advanced technology, AI,
or machine learning. These preventions can only be found in education and
training, and then in the discipline to apply the teachings on a consistent
basis. Even if only half of the ransomware attacks failed to hit their targets, we
would see a 70% reduction in successful attempts.

3. Attacks on Cloud Service Providers.
The data tells the story of cloud adoption. The global public cloud service
market is expected to reach $623 billion by 2023 and 83% of enterprise
workloads will be in the cloud by the end of this year (2020).
94% of enterprises already use a cloud service, 30% of all IT budgets are
allocated to cloud computing, 66% of enterprises already have a central cloud
team and, on average, businesses leverage 5 different cloud platforms.
The average spend on cloud services by over half of the companies surveyed
exceeds $1.2 million according to Gartner research.
It is obvious to even the casual observer that most businesses have adopted
cloud-based computing services rather than relying upon on premise physical
infrastructure. Except in rare and highly sensitive information settings, the
classic data center footprint of yesterday is quietly shrinking. Embracing cloud
technology accrues many benefits that start with reduced operational costs
and increased efficiency.

Post-COVID-19 Adoption.
The pre-COVID adoption was fairly linear, albeit with a relatively steep curve.
Post-COVID, the slope has spiked. While the benefits remain compelling, few
businesses fully grasp, understand or have properly prepared for the shared
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service model insisted upon by all cloud providers. Recognizing the weakness
in cloud adoption practices, threat actors have hammered away at cloud data
through misconfigured servers and unpatched vulnerabilities.
As is the case elsewhere, a combination of human factors have contributed to
the breach statistics. A recent study conducted by Sophos revealed that 96%
of companies surveyed are concerned about the state of their public cloud
security. Underscoring that concern, 70% of companies that host data or
workloads in the cloud have experienced a breach of their public cloud
environment in 2019, with the most common attack types led by malware
(34%), followed by exposed data (29%), ransomware (28%), account
compromises (25%), and cryptojacking (17%).

The Human Factors.
The primary areas of concern were data loss, detection and response, and
multi-cloud management. Not surprisingly, up to twice as many breaches were
experienced by companies using multiple clouds vs. those just using a single
public cloud provider.
The most common cause of public cloud security breaches were system
misconfigurations which were exploited in 66% of public cloud security
incidents.
As companies introduce more cloud services and increase the number of
clouds they use, complexity increases, the attack surface grows, and thus the
greater potential for misconfigurations increases as well. In spite of the high
number of cloud data breaches, only one in four businesses expressed
concern about a lack of staff expertise, revealing that the vast majority (75%)
of businesses undervalue the skills required to create and maintain a proper
cloud security posture.
Capital-One experienced the exact consequence of either an under-skilled
security team or one that was understaffed due to the skills shortage. Either
way, the solution is not to be found in some automated AI-driven technology.
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Rather, a solution must be found in increased education and training, focused
on the cyber warrior class along with threat comprehension at the Board-level.

4. Old Legacy Systems
One of the central and widely shared vulnerabilities on the global business
threat landscape is the retention of legacy systems and the layering of newer
technology to enhance and interconnect these systems to their modern
counterparts.
When IT developers and application operational teams implement custom and
patchwork solutions to resolve and obfuscate operational interconnection
challenges, technical debt expands and security vulnerabilities are created
inadvertently. In a recent Accenture study, 85% of IT leaders believe not
updating legacy technology will threaten their security infrastructure and a
Workplace Agility report from Capita and Citrix found that more than half of
CIOs surveyed think legacy applications are impacting digital transformation.
When legacy systems were developed, they may have been on top of thencurrent cybersecurity practices, but with the passage of even a few years, the
threat landscape evolves past the adequacy of those practices.

ERP Systems.
A classic example of legacy dependencies can be found within almost every
enterprise ERP system where moving to the latest version of the environment
would dissolve the integrations between custom apps and third-party
solutions that have been added over the years to connect the ERP backbone
with modern application technology.
These old systems have been layered so frequently, that the vulnerabilities
become masked and are often impossible to discover. Even businesses with
good security procedures and the proper intentions toward solving technical
debt cannot avoid increased vulnerability with legacy systems.
The vulnerabilities actually increase as years pass, and a variety of events
(mergers, acquisitions, corporate restructuring) render orphaned hardware,
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software, and systems susceptible to broad IT changes which inadvertently
expose these systems to an eternal world.
When FedEx acquired Bongo, their legacy storage server went unnoticed as its
IT assets were folded into FedEx’s environment. This resulted in an exposed
and unsecured Amazon S3 server suddenly residing on the FedEx network.
While part of a solution to legacy security vulnerabilities can be found in an
automated tech stack modernization for improved visibility into technical debt
and an application catalog that identifies legacy dependencies, educated and
trained human resources are required. First, the ability to understand the
challenge and its topology and then to be able to assign a measurement of
risk. Finally, human resources need to be able to develop a decommission plan
that goes after the riskiest systems first.

Summary and Key Takeaways.
This rapid evolution of cybersecurity threats gives rise to two inadequacies.
One, the need for advanced technology to at least match the challenges
modern malware and attack vectors present, and two, the need for
appropriate training and education so that the gap between the demand –
4.07 million open positions globally and 500,000 in the U.S alone according to
(ISC)2 – and the supply can begin to contract.
The major impacts of the skills shortage have caused an increased workload
upon a limited population of trained workers which leads to fatigue, reduced
productivity and lessened effectiveness, and an inability to learn or implement
cybersecurity technologies and best practices in the most efficacious ways.
The industry generally agrees that no single action today, either funding,
college, retraining, or upskilling is working to bridge the cybersecurity skills
gap. Cybersecurity is not a basic literacy that anyone grows up with, and yet,
every facet of every business relies upon a secure operational environment.
Therefore, failure to equip business operations with a skilled and competent
workforce is akin to trying to fly an airplane without a trained pilot. What’s
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needed is a holistic approach of continuous cybersecurity education with
comprehensive career development and career mapping, supported by and
integrated with the goals of every business.
A key contributor to the crisis is the fact that our executive leaders don’t
sufficiently understand the role of information security within their businesses.
In a recent (ISC)2 survey, when non-technical executives were asked about the
effectiveness of their CISOs, 42% rated the security executive as ‘very’
effective, while a larger percentage (47%) responded that their CISO was
‘somewhat’ effective, and the remaining 12% claimed their CISOs were ‘not
very’ effective or ‘not at all’ effective.
If the survey is to provide any deep insights, one takeaway may be that few
CISOs possess the blend of business, leadership, communications, and
technical skills necessary for success, or it may suggest that executives have
not invested enough of their own time and resources to understand the
nature and challenge of today’s cybersecurity threats and the associated cyber
risk accrual.

Key Takeaways.
Protecting an organization’s critical information assets and vulnerable IT
systems from internal and external threats is not easy. Cybersecurity
professionals must be able to understand how to plan and implement security
strategies to reduce risk and enhance protection, but grasping the domain is
usually difficult for practitioners who have never for example, run a business
themselves.
The ability to understand both the legal and ethical issues associated with
information security, privacy, and digital rights is crucial, yet most security
practitioners barely have the core knowledge required to simply secure their
surrounding computer systems and networks. So our breach statistics should
not be surprising.
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A solid foundation of technical skills and a broad contextual understanding of
the threat landscape are particularly necessary because attacks that
cybersecurity professionals encounter today are the result of exploited
systems that were designed years ago.
That means that today’s practitioners must be able to understand the
potential of a modern emerging attack and be able to successfully guide a
team toward mitigation. Just the ability to properly respond to a security
incident today is impaired for the average security analyst as most have never
been trained or educated in a structured learning environment.

Hands-on Training.
It is also necessary for cyber warriors to have received hands-on experience in
a cyber range so that they can move beyond reading PowerPoint slides about
vulnerabilities and response protocols, and actually see first-hand what
happens across a range of attack scenarios.
In addition to building a strong foundation with hands-on experience,
cybersecurity professionals must also have developed critical thinking,
analytical and communication skills. The ability to sift through attack debris
and discover variants is critical to remediation and protection into the future.
The communication skills required to pass actionable information along a
decision chain is just as important. Simply discovering the behavioral
characteristics of a threat is only one piece of the puzzle. Cybersecurity is a
field in which critical and analytical thinking and communication skills are
necessary for success.
The cybersecurity training and education sector has responded to the
increased demand for skilled workers by expanding their service offerings to
include human-centric approaches to curriculum development.
The recognition that the human factor is central to most threats has resulted
in an improved and increasingly comprehensive set of offerings.
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An Expanding Industry of Support.
Some of the companies operating advanced educational and training
coursework and curriculum include SANS, Digital Defense, KnowBe4,
Terranova, InspiredeLearning, InfoSec Institute, CyberEd.io, CyberVista, GIAC,
(ISC)2, ISACA, EC Council, Cofense and some of the leading universities in
cyber include MIT, Northeastern, GCU, Stanford, Purdue, Johns Hopkins, CMU,
Princeton, Belleview, Boston University, CalPoly, Dartmouth, George
Washington, Georgia Institute, Indiana, Iowa State, the Naval Postgraduate
School at Monterey, SMU, NC State, U of Maryland, and UC Berkeley.
While not intended to be a comprehensive list, the recent expansion of these
educational programs along with curriculum currency exhibits a substantial
response to what has become a crisis in our ability to protect and defend
against an onslaught of sophisticated and advanced cyberattacks. The
programs are there.
The industry needs an across the board upskilling of not just the front line
warriors but the entire organization, beginning with leadership, to develop a
culture of security and the opportunity for training and education for all
employees. It is now the responsibility of federal, state, and local government
and the business and non-profit C-suite and board governance to step up
both investment in and support for an improved overall security posture.
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